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Abstract

Supervised speech enhancement models are trained using artificially generated mixtures of clean speech and noise signals, which may not match real-world recording conditions at test time. This mismatch can lead to poor performance if the test domain significantly differs from the synthetic training domain. This paper introduces the unsupervised domain adaptation for conversational speech enhancement (UDASE) task of the 7th CHiME challenge. This task aims to leverage real-world noisy speech recordings from the target domain for unsupervised domain adaptation of speech enhancement models. The target domain corresponds to the multi-speaker reverberant conversational speech recordings of the CHiME-5 dataset, for which the ground-truth clean speech reference is unavailable. Given a CHiME-5 recording, the task is to estimate the clean, potentially multi-speaker, reverberant speech, removing the additive background noise. We discuss the motivation for the CHiME-7 UDASE task and describe the data, the task, and the baseline system.

Index Terms: CHiME challenge, multi-speaker conversational speech, speech enhancement, unsupervised domain adaptation.

1. Introduction

Modern speech technologies enable us to connect with each other much beyond standard telephony, for instance through video sharing on social media, remote conferencing, or assistive hearing. For these technologies to be truly effective, they must rely on dependable speech processing algorithms that can work optimally in diverse and uncontrolled acoustic environments. Unfortunately, recordings of speech in real-life situations are inevitably contaminated by unwanted background noise, necessitating the use of speech enhancement algorithms to improve the quality and intelligibility of speech.

The speech enhancement task is to estimate a clean speech signal from a noisy recording [1]. In recent years, there has been great progress in speech enhancement thanks to the use of deep learning algorithms. Most speech enhancement models today rely on deep neural networks that are trained in a supervised manner [2]. Supervised speech enhancement requires a training dataset consisting of noisy speech signals and their corresponding clean reference signals. We say that the noisy signals are labeled with the clean speech signals, which are used as the training targets for the speech enhancement model. Given the impossibility of acquiring such labeled data in real conditions, datasets are generated artificially by creating synthetic mixtures of isolated speech and noise signals. However, it is difficult if not impossible to generate a synthetic training dataset that matches arbitrary acoustic conditions at test time, in terms of noise type and level, recording equipment, speaker-to-microphone distance, reverberation, etc. Artificially generated training data are thus inevitably mismatched with real-world noisy speech recordings, which can result in poor speech enhancement performance in case of severe mismatch. Supervised speech enhancement models are therefore domain-specific: if the test domain deviates from the synthetic training domain, it will be necessary to rebuild a training dataset and retrain the model. These limitations of supervised deep learning methods for speech enhancement contrast with the impressive adaptability of the human auditory system when it comes to perceiving speech in unknown adverse acoustic conditions [3, 4, 5]. They also contrast with early approaches to supervised speech enhancement, e.g., based on hidden Markov models [6] or non-negative matrix factorization [7], in which adaptation to unseen acoustic conditions was part of the proposed methodologies.

Previous data challenges for single-channel speech enhancement have focused on such supervised setups, where labeled training data are provided that match the evaluation domain. Such challenges include the series of deep noise suppression (DNS) Challenges [8, 9, 10, 11], which also developed the non-intrusive DNSMOS [12] model for automatic quality assessment. The DNS Challenge training sets have consisted of a large amount of multi-condition data intended to cover diverse conditions. Such approaches can be effective, so long as test-time conditions are covered by the training data. In contrast, the proposed challenge is intended to study a different situation where we are targeting single-channel speech enhancement in a specific domain for which no well-matched labeled data are available for training.

Recording unlabeled noisy speech signals in the target domain is much easier than engineering synthetic clean speech and noise mixtures that match this domain. However, leveraging such unlabeled data to develop a speech enhancement model is a challenging problem, which is the focus of the unsupervised domain adaptation for conversational speech enhancement (UDASE) task of the CHiME-7 challenge. The problem we propose to address in this task consists of using unlabeled data in the target domain to adapt supervised speech enhancement models trained on synthetic labeled data in a mismatched source domain. This corresponds to an unsupervised domain adaptation task, but the general problem of improving the generalization capability of speech enhancement models to real-world conditions for which labeled data are not available can also be addressed using fully unsupervised or semi-supervised learning algorithms.
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In the CHiME-7 UDASE task, the target domain corresponds to the real conversational speech recordings of the CHiME-5 dataset [13]. These recordings were made during dinner parties, so they include multiple speakers having a natural conversation in noisy and reverberant environments. For supervised learning in a mismatched source domain, we rely on the artificially generated LibriMix dataset [14], which is derived from LibriSpeech clean utterances [15] and WHAM! noises [16]. The CHiME-7 UDASE task consists of denoising CHiME-5 conversational speech recordings using the LibriMix out-of-domain (OOD) labeled data and the CHiME-5 in-domain unlabeled data. Given a mixture of one or more reverberant speakers and additive noise, the goal is to predict the clean audio signal of the reverberant speaker(s), removing the additive noise. This task is motivated by the assistive listening use case, in which a speech enhancement algorithm can help any individual to better engage in a conversation, by improving the overall multi-speaker speech intelligibility and quality within the ambient noise. For development and evaluation only, we release the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset, which consists of synthetic mixes generated to be close to the target domain. Systems submitted to the CHiME-7 UDASE task will be first evaluated using objective performance metrics, then the best-performing systems will be evaluated through a subjective listening test following the ITU-T recommendation P.835 [17].

The tools and resources provided to the participants of the CHiME-7 UDASE task are available in the repositories of our GitHub organization1 and at the CHiME challenge website2. The paper is structured as follows. The datasets and the task to be solved are described in Sections 2 and 3. The baseline is presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2. Data

The CHiME-7 UDASE task builds upon the following datasets that will be presented in the next subsections; the CHiME-5 in-domain unlabeled data for training, development and evaluation [13]; the LibriMix OOD labeled data for training and development [14]; the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 close-to-in-domain labeled data for development and evaluation.

2.1. CHiME-5 in-domain unlabeled data

The CHiME-5 data consists of twenty 4-people dinner parties or sessions, of between two and three hours, each recorded in a different home with three recording locations per home (kitchen, dining room, living room) [13]. The audio recordings include natural conversations between multiple speakers in reverberant and noisy environments, and these are fully transcribed. Using the CHiME-5 transcription files, we estimated that 22% of the audio recordings contain only noise, 51% contain one single active speaker, and 20%, 5% and 2% contain two, three and four overlapping speakers, respectively (numbers obtained without considering any constraint on the overlap duration).

For the CHiME-7 UDASE task, we only use the right channel of the binaural recordings because the left channel is less reliable. We also discard portions of the data where the participant wearing the microphone speaks, to simulate an assistive listening situation where all voices but the listener’s should be enhanced. The extracted audio segments therefore contain up to three simultaneously-active reverberant speakers and background noise. The noisy speech signals are not labeled with the clean speech reference signals. The main objective of the UDASE task is to develop new approaches that can leverage this in-domain unlabeled dataset for speech enhancement.

The training set consists of raw single-channel audio segments extracted from the binaural recordings. Developing and evaluating a speech enhancement model requires computing objective performance metrics. This is a difficult problem as the CHiME-5 dataset contains noisy multi-speaker speech recordings that are not labeled with clean speech reference signals. For development and evaluation, we therefore used the transcription of the CHiME-5 recordings to extract short audio segments of duration at least 3 seconds labeled with the maximum number of simultaneously-active speakers (0, 1, 2 or 3), which will allow us to compute objective performance metrics. This procedure simulates the reasonable scenario where we can afford to manually annotate a small amount of data with speaker count labels for development and evaluation, but this procedure cannot be easily done for a large training set. The audio segment extracted for the development and evaluation sets is done as follows: (i) we extract all segments where no speaker is active (i.e., noise-only segments); (ii) we extract all segments that were not extracted previously and without overlapping speakers (i.e., single-speaker segments); (iii) we extract all segments that were not extracted previously and with at most two overlapping speakers; (iv) we extract all segments that were not extracted previously and with at most three overlapping speakers. As a post-processing, Brouhaha [18] was used on the 0- and 1-speaker segments to verify the absence and presence of speech, respectively. Misclassified segments were reviewed and removed when appropriate. Noise-only segments are used to create the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset (see Section 2.3), allowing for computing objective performance metrics such as the scale-invariant signal-to-distortion ratio (SI-SDR) [19] on close-to-in-domain data. Single-speaker segments will be used to compute DNSMOS P.835 (simply referred to as DNSMOS hereinafter) metrics [12]. There is no official guideline on how to use the 2- and 3-speaker segments.

We also provide an evaluation subset that will be used for the listening test. It consists of audio samples that were extracted by looking for segments of 4 to 5 seconds with at least 3 seconds of speech and 0.25 second without speech at the beginning and at the end. Additional constraints were taken into account to ensure a balanced subset in terms of speaker gender, recording location, and session.

2.2. LibriMix out-of-domain labeled data

For supervised learning on OOD data, we chose the LibriMix dataset [14] because it is a standard open-source dataset in the community. LibriMix was originally developed for speech separation in noisy environments, it is derived from LibriSpeech clean utterances [15] and WHAM! noises [16]. The Libri2Mix and Libri3Mix versions of the dataset contain noisy speech mixtures with 2 and 3 overlapping speakers, respectively. A single-speaker version of LibriMix (Libri1Mix) can be obtained by simply discarding one of the two speakers in Libri2Mix mixtures. For a complete description of LibriMix, the interested reader is referred to [14].

---
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2.3. Reverberant LibriCHiME-5 close-to-in-domain labeled data

In real-world conditions, in particular for the CHiME-5 recordings, it is impossible to have access to the ground-truth clean speech reference signals associated with the noisy recordings due to cross-talk between microphones. Yet, when developing and evaluating a speech enhancement algorithm, it is necessary to compute objective performance metrics. For this purpose, we created the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset for development and evaluation only. This dataset consists of synthetic mixtures of reverberant speech and noise, with up to three simultaneously active speakers, labeled with the clean reference speech signals. Noise signals were extracted from the CHiME-5 recordings using the ground-truth transcriptions, and clean speech utterances were taken from the LibriSpeech dataset [15] and were convolved with room impulse responses (RIRs) from the VoiceHome corpus [20]. These RIRs were recorded in 12 different rooms of 3 real homes, with 4 rooms per home: living room (room 1), kitchen (room 2), bedroom (room 3), and bathroom (room 4). Bathrooms were excluded for the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset. In each room, RIRs were recorded for 2 different positions and geometries of an 8-channel microphone array and 7 to 9 different positions of the loudspeaker.

For each mixture in the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset, we randomly choose the maximum number $n \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ of simultaneously-active speakers in the mixture, with $p(n = i) = 0.60, 0.35, 0.05$ for $i = 1, 2, 3$, respectively, which is consistent with the distribution of the segmented CHiME-5 dataset. In the VoiceHome corpus, we randomly and successively sample a home, a room, an array position/geometries, $n$ speaker positions without replacement, and a channel of the microphone array, which gives the RIRs for the current mixture. LibriSpeech utterances are convolved with the selected RIRs to obtain the reverberant speech utterances. These are mixed following speech activity patterns extracted from the CHiME-5 transcription files to simulate a natural conversation between multiple speakers. Multi-speaker reverberant speech and noise mixtures are created such that the per-speaker signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is distributed as a Gaussian with a mean of 5 dB and a standard deviation of $7\text{ dB}$, to match the SNR distribution of the CHiME-5 dataset as estimated by Brouhaha [18]. This is achieved by first sampling a global per-mixture SNR $x \sim N(5, \sigma^2_1)$ and then sampling a local per-speaker SNR $y \sim N(x, \sigma^2_2)$, with $\sigma_1 = 6.7082$ and $\sigma_2 = 2 (\sqrt{\sigma^2_1 + \sigma^2_2} \approx 7 \text{ dB})$. The value of $\sigma_2$ is chosen such that the loudness difference between multiple speakers is moderate, this is again to simulate a conversation.

Despite the effort to generate a synthetic dataset that matches the distribution of the target domain as much as possible, there still exists a mismatch between the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset and the CHiME-5 dataset, e.g., real speech for the latter and spontaneous speech for the former; the reverberation times might also differ. It is indeed impossible to create synthetic labeled data that perfectly match real-world unlabeled recordings, hence the CHiME-7 UDASE task. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, it is required for development and evaluation to be able to compute objective performance metrics, complementary to listening tests. DNSSMOS [12] provides a way to evaluate the performance on single-speaker segments of the CHiME-5 data without having access to the clean speech reference signals, but this is not sufficient as a non-negligible proportion of the CHiME-5 data contains simultaneously-speaking people. We believe it is reasonable to expect systems that successfully managed to leverage the unlabeled CHiME-5 data to have better results on the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset than fully supervised systems only trained on the labeled LibriMix dataset. Indeed, in the reverberant LibriCHiME-5, the speech utterances were convolved with real RIRs measured in domestic environments, the noise signals were extracted from the CHiME-5 recordings, the per-speaker SNR was chosen to approximately match that of the CHiME-5 data, and the speech utterances were mixed to simulate a conversation using the CHiME-5 transcription. We can thus hope that the performance computed on the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset corresponds to an imperfect estimate of the performance on the CHiME-5 dataset.

3. Task

3.1. Training, development, and evaluation sets

In the original CHiME-5 dataset [13], the 20 sessions (or dinner parties) were divided into disjoint training (train), development (dev), and evaluation (eval) sets [13]. For the CHiME-7 UDASE task, we move sessions S07 and S17 from the train set to the dev set to obtain a sufficient amount of noise-only segments for the generation of the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset. There is no overlap between speakers in each set. The segmented CHiME-5 dataset for the CHiME-7 UDASE task is summarized in Table 1.

The dev (resp. eval) set of the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset is created from the ‘dev-clean’ (resp. ‘test-clean’) subset of LibriSpeech, noise-only segments from the dev (resp. eval) set of CHiME-5, and a subset of VoiceHome RIRs. RIRs from home 2 (rooms 1, 2, 3) and home 3 (rooms 1, 3) are used for the
dev set, and RIRs from home 3 (room 2) and home 4 (rooms 1, 2, 3) are used for the eval set. The reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset is summarized in Table 2.

The original split of the LibriMix dataset [14] into train, dev, and eval (test) subsets is kept for the CHiME-7 UDASE task.

### 3.2. Rules

The train and dev sets of the LibriSpeech and WHAM! datasets (from which LibriMix is generated) can be used individually (e.g., to train isolated speech and noise models) or they can be used to create synthetic mixtures similar to the original LibriMix dataset. Specifically, participants are allowed to create synthetic mixtures using noise-only segments that would be extracted from the binaural recordings of the CHiME-5 training set, only if this extraction does not rely on the CHiME-5 ground-truth transcription. Participants are also allowed to use RIRs to create reverberant utterances from LibriSpeech, as long as the RIRs are synthetic. Using any other datasets of clean speech signals, noise signals, or measured RIRs is not allowed. Finally, the Kinect recordings of the CHiME-5 dataset cannot be used. Although a synthetic labeled dataset better matching with the real CHiME-5 data could be created with more engineering effort and knowledge about the target domain, the goal of the CHiME-7 UDASE task is to simulate more realistic conditions where knowledge about in-domain data is scarce. The motivation for the above rules is to encourage participants to use a relatively identical synthetic dataset and show that models trained with OOD labeled data can be adapted using unsupervised, self- or semi-supervised learning from in-domain unlabeled data.

All speech enhancement system parameters should be tuned on the training set or development set of the LibriMix, CHiME-5 and reverberant LibriCHiME-5 datasets as described in Section 3.1, or variations that comply with the above rules. During evaluation or inference, the submitted systems must use as input only noisy speech waveforms and process them independently of one another. Participants can use external pre-trained and frozen models for voice activity detection, diarization, speaker counting, or signal-to-noise ratio estimation.

### 3.3. Evaluation

The submitted systems will follow a two-step evaluation process. They will first be evaluated in terms of SI-SDR [19] on the complete eval set of the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset and in terms of DNSMOS scores on the eval/1 subset of the CHiME-5 dataset. DNSMOS is a non-intrusive objective metric that provides performance scores for the speech signal quality (SIG), the background intrusiveness (BAK), and the overall quality (OVRL) [12]. The four best-performing systems in terms of SI-SDR or OVRL score will then be evaluated by a listening test using audio samples from the eval/LT subset of the CHiME-5 dataset.

In case a team submits multiple entries, only the one that obtains the best performance during the first evaluation stage will be qualified for the listening test.

The evaluation data will be released two weeks before the submission deadline. Participants are asked to evaluate their system using the provided evaluation scripts, and they are asked to return the performance scores for each audio file of the eval/1 subset of the CHiME-5 dataset and of the eval/1,2,3 subsets of the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset. They are also asked to submit the output signals of their system to allow their scores to be verified, and a technical report describing their system. Participants are asked to normalize the output signals at a loudness of -30 LUFS (Loudness Unit Full Scale) before computing the DNSMOS performance scores, using the Python package pyloudnorm [21]. The motivation for this normalization is that DNSMOS scores (especially the SIG and BAK scores) are very sensitive to a change in the input signal loudness. This sensitivity would make it difficult to compare different systems without a common normalization procedure. The same normalization is considered for the listening test material.

Optionally, participants are also invited to submit SI-SDR scores for the LibriMix dataset (‘max’ version), using the test/mix_single and test/mix_both subsets of Libri2Mix (containing 3000 single-speaker and 2-speaker examples, respectively) and the test/mix_both subset of Libri3Mix (containing 3000 3-speaker examples). SI-SDR results on LibriMix will not be used to rank systems because it would not be consistent with the purpose of the CHiME-7 UDASE task. They will only be used to compare the performance on the (close to) in-domain and OOD datasets.

The listening test will follow the ITU-T Recommendation P.835 [17]. It will be conducted in person in a listening booth at the University of Sheffield. Participants will listen over headphones to short speech samples (45 seconds). Each trial will consist of three presentations of the same sample, to collect three different subjective reports. In the different presentations participants will be instructed to either focus on the speech signal and rate how natural it sounds, focus on the background noise and rate how noticeable or intrusive this background is, or attend to both the speech and the background noise and rate the overall quality of the sample, quality being defined in the perspective of everyday speech communication. The order of presentations will be counterbalanced across participants. The ratings will be reported on 5-point Likert scales and mean opinion scores (MOS) will be computed.

We target a total number of 32 subjects, separated into 4 panels of 8 listeners. Each panel will be associated with a distinct set of 32 audio samples taken from the eval/LT subset of the CHiME-5 dataset, resulting in a total of 32 × 4 = 128 audio samples for the entire listening test. For each audio sample we will have 5 different experimental conditions (4 systems and the noisy input condition). Each listener will evaluate all experimental conditions for each audio sample associated with his/her panel, according to the three rating scales. For each pair of audio sample and experimental condition, a MOS will be computed out of 8 votes, leading to an overall 8 × 128 = 1024 votes for each experimental condition. The final ranking of the systems will be based on statistical analysis of the MOS results.

### 4. Baseline

#### 4.1. Baseline system

The CHiME-7 UDASE baseline system is based on RemixIT [22, 23], a self-supervised learning approach for unsupervised domain adaptation of a speech enhancement model pre-trained (in a supervised or a self-supervised manner) on OOD noisy speech data. In semi-supervised RemixIT, a teacher model is trained on OOD noisy speech signals alongside the corresponding clean speech and noise reference waveforms. In the second step, RemixIT performs inference on a batch of noisy in-domain speech recordings to obtain pseudo-labels that are used to train a student model for speech enhancement in the target domain without the need for in-domain reference signals.
4.1.1. OOD Sudo rm -rf teacher model

The teacher is based on a Sudo rm -rf [24, 25] sound separation model, which is an end-to-end framework with three main blocks: (i) an encoder network processing the raw waveform of the input audio mixture; (ii) a separator network that operates on the encoder output to provide separation masks; (iii) a decoder network to estimate the audio source signals from the encoder output and the estimated masks. The encoder and decoder architectures consist of a one-dimensional convolution and transpose convolution, respectively, with 512 filters of 41 taps and a hop size of 20 samples. The backbone structure of the separator network consists of 8 U-Conv blocks where each block extracts and aggregates information from multiple resolutions.

The Sudo rm -rf teacher model is trained fully supervised on the LibriMix OOD labeled dataset. We use the 3-speaker version of the dataset (Libri3Mix) and discard one (two) speakers in the original Libri3Mix mixtures to obtain 2- (single-) speaker data. The proportion of single-speaker, 2-speaker, and 3-speaker mixtures are 0.50, 0.25, and 0.25, respectively. The model is trained by minimizing the negative SI-SDR loss for both the speech and the noise components with equal weights.

4.1.2. Self-supervised RemixIT student model

The student model follows the same architecture as the teacher model, and it is initialized using the model parameters resulting from the supervised training on LibriMix. The RemixIT learning framework consists of feeding noisy speech signals from the training set of the unlabeled CHiME-5 dataset in the frozen teacher model to get estimates of the isolated speech and noise, which will serve as pseudo-labels. In a second step, new bootstrapped mixtures are synthesized by permuting the aforementioned noise estimates and remixing them with the speech estimates. These bootstrapped mixtures and the corresponding pseudo-labels are finally used to train the student model, again by minimizing the SI-SDR loss between the student’s speech and noise estimates and the corresponding teachers’ pseudo-targets. The teacher model is also continuously updated using the parameters of the student model, following an exponential moving average update. The final student model is chosen as the one obtaining the highest mean overall MOS (OVRL) as computed by DNSMOS on the single-speaker subset of the CHiME-5 dev set (dev/1 subset).

We provide two versions of the student model. The first one is trained on the raw audio segments of the CHiME-5 train set, which may result in sub-optimal performance because these audio segments do not always contain speech. Remixing possibly perturbed noise waveforms with almost zero teacher’s speech estimates will not always lead to valid new bootstrapped mixtures for training the student model. Therefore, we provide a second student model that was trained on audio segments of the CHiME-5 train set which have been automatically labeled as containing speech by Brouhaha’s voice activity detector (VAD) [18].

4.2. Results and discussion

Results are shown in Table 3. In this table, OOD teacher corresponds to the fully supervised Sudo rm -rf teacher model, while RemixIT and RemixIT-VAD correspond to the student models, the latter being trained on the data preprocessed by Brouhaha’s VAD. SIG, BAK, and OVRL correspond to the DNSMOS scores (in between 1 and 5, the higher the better) and are averaged over the 1-speaker subset of the CHiME-5 dev set. Eval/1 contains the results averaged over the eval subsets indicated in Section 3.3. and the dev row contains the results averaged over the equivalent subsets of the LibriMix dev set (i.e., dev/[mix_single, mix_both]) for LibriMix and dev/mix/both for Libri3Mix).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>OOD teacher</th>
<th>RemixIT</th>
<th>RemixIT-VAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>SI-SDR</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results computed from the unprocessed noisy speech signals (Input) and from the output signals of the three baseline systems (OOD teacher, RemixIT, and RemixIT-VAD).

or eval sets. For the reverberant LibriCHiME-5 dataset, the SI-SDR scores (in dB, the higher the better) are averaged over the entire dev or eval sets (including all 1-, 2-, and 3-speaker mixtures). This is the same for the LibriMix dataset, where the eval row contains the results averaged over the eval subsets indicated in Section 3.3., and the dev row contains the results averaged over the equivalent subsets of the LibriMix dev set (i.e., dev/mix_single/mix_both) for LibriMix and dev/mix/both for Libri3Mix).

Using RemixIT training, we expect the performance of the speech enhancement student model to improve on the target domain (corresponding to the CHiME-5 data) and to deteriorate on the synthetic training domain (corresponding to the LibriMix data), compared to the OOD teacher model. This is globally what we observe in Table 3. In terms of SI-SDR on the LibriMix dataset, the self-supervised student models, namely, RemixIT and RemixIT-VAD perform between 0.9 and 1.7 dB worse than the fully-supervised teacher model as they are getting more fine-tuned towards the target domain. However, as will be discussed in the next paragraphs, the RemixIT student models globally outperform the fully-supervised teacher model on the CHiME-5 and reverberant LibriCHiME-5 datasets.

On the CHiME-5 dataset, the student models obtain better BAK scores compared to the OOD teacher on both the dev and eval set (between +0.03 and +0.06 points), indicating a reduction of the background noise intrusiveness in the output signal. Regarding, the SIG metric, all models obtain lower performance than the unprocessed noisy speech signals, which is expected because these are contaminated by noise but not distorted. Unfortunately, as indicated by the SIG scores the distortion introduced by the speech enhancement process is more important for the student models than for the teacher, which is particularly true for the eval/1 subset. Regarding the OVRL metric on the dev/1 set, the performance of all models is close. RemixIT-VAD outperforms RemixIT and obtains a marginal improvement of 0.01 point compared to the OOD teacher, which we nevertheless considered as sufficient for the baseline of a new challenge. However, the OOD teacher outperforms the student models by a margin between 0.04 and 0.06 points in terms of OVRL score on the CHiME-5 eval/1 set, which we assume is mainly due to the increased distortion for the student models.

Finally, it can be seen that RemixIT’s unsupervised adaptation of the OOD Sudo rm -rf teacher model on the in-domain CHiME-5 dataset improved the speech enhancement performance on the close-to-in-domain reverberant LibriCHiME-5
dataset. The student models obtain better performance com-
pared to the fully supervised teacher model, and RemixIT-VAD is the best-performing system with an improvement between 1.6 and 2.3 dB in terms of SI-SDR. Consequently, an unsup-
ervised domain adaptation method that leverages the CHiME-5 data could obtain better separation performance on the reverber-
ant LibriCHiME-5 dataset than a fully-supervised model only trained on the OOD LibriMix data.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the CHiME-7 UDASE task, which aims to foster new methods toward more ecologically valid and robust speech enhancement models. Ecological validity de-
scribes the extent to which an experimental setting and task correspond to real-life conditions [26]. Fully-supervised speech enhancement models trained (and most of the time also evalu-
ated) on synthetic data cannot always capture the distribution of real-world acoustic recordings, which has important impli-
cations in terms of generalization capability. Evaluating unsu-
pervised domain adaptation methods for speech enhancement is by definition a challenging task because one cannot have access to the ground-truth clean speech signals in the target domain. Hopefully, the design of the CHiME-7 UDASE task will enable the further development and evaluation of such methods in the future. We will evaluate the systems submitted to the CHiME-
7 UDASE task and the results will be announced during the CHiME-2023 workshop.
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